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Abstract Many design decisions for an autonomous crossing of the North Atlantic Ocean require an understanding of both the time that the vessel will need to
be self-sufficient and the environmental conditions expected.
Potential trans-Atlantic routes were evaluated to determine both the design
conditions and selecting a route that has a relatively high probability of success.
Factors included: prevailing winds, currents, ice, gales, calms, sea state, sunlight,
starting date, boat characteristics and ship traffic.
Two methods were used; an evaluation of numerous potential routes for initial
planning to determine expected times and narrow the potential field of routes and
an off-the-shelf sailing yacht route optimization program for routing immediately
prior to or during the crossing. The long-term method used climatological data
from Pilot Charts. A Velocity Prediction Program (VPP) was used to predict the
boat’s performance. Calcualted passage times included the shortest, longest and
most-likely. A northern and two southern routes with similar risk were identified.
Introduction
Preparing for an ocean crossing involves extensive planning and preparation,
regardless of the vessel type. Making a crossing of the Atlantic Ocean fully autonomously is the goal of the MicroTransat Competiton and to be successful, not only is a good boat a requirement, the route selected must have a high probability of
success and the boat must be designed to meet the expected conditions for the selected route. This paper discusses the research that went into the route planning for
the Naval Academy’s 2011 SailBot, Spirit of Annapolis, which was designed and
built by undergraduate students. The long range planning used climatological data
and theoretical boat velocities to estimate possible crossing times for different
routes. Various factors influencing the transits were studied to provide routes with
the highest possibility of success. Recognizing that average weather predictions
are often quite different from short-term forecasting, a commercial route optimization program was used with real-time data as a test of the route planning that
would occur immediately prior to departure.
Route planning is used by every competent navigator prior to departure and
now is commonly updated with the latest weather reports throughout the voyage.
Long-term planning, that which occurs more than a few months prior to the
voyage, relies primarily on average climatological data. Today’s motor vessels are
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mostly concerned with avoiding bad weather and taking advantage of favorable
currents to reduce fuel consumption. Sailing vessels additionally must take advantage of favorable winds. Cornell’s “World Cruising Routes” (1) is a typical reference that provides traditional sailing routes developed over centuries of experience. These traditional routes and their seasonal timing, take advantage of
prevailing winds, currents, absence of ice and minimal probabilities of storms. The
start of this project reviewed the traditional routes across the North Atlantic for
small sailing craft. The safest routes were:
“Northern Route” - July-August – Newfoundland to Ireland or Portugal
“Southern Route” - November-December – Southern Europe to the Caribbean
The question became which had the higher probability of success as either was
feasible for a SailBot.

The Vessel
Inherent in a detailed analysis of either general route was a prediction of the
boat’s performance. This is critical in two areas, the upwind performance, which
will determine whether the boat can sail against wind and current, and the seaworthiness, whether the vessel could survive expected storms. Of the two, the first is
more difficult to achieve in a two-meter boat.
The “Spirit of Annapolis”(SOA), a 2 meter long SailBot designed by the students was used in this project. The boat has a displacement of approximately 50
kg and a sail area of 2.4 square meters. The size was chosen to fit within the SailBot Class Rules and ease logistics. An earlier SailBot paper by Miller and his students (2) noted that SailBots are actually larger than the vessel which currently
holds the “smallest vessel to cross the Atlantic” record. SOA was designed primarily for seaworthiness, rather than speed, a departure from previous USNA
SailBots. To predict her speed a velocity prediction program, PCSail, was used.
VPPs use wind speed and direction as inputs, and through parametric analysis of
the boat’s characteristics determine the forces generated. A force and moment balance then yield the speed, heel and other factors for the combination of windspeed
and relative wind direction. Using the Beaufort Force values for wind so as to correlate to the U.S. National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Pilot Charts, SOA’s predicted performance in Force 4 is shown in Table
1. Predictions were made for windspeeds ranging from Force 1 through Force 8.
Table 1 Performance Prediction for Spirit of Annapolis in Force 4. Beta is the
relative wind angle. Vmdgd is the Velocity Made Good either directly upwind
(beating) or downwind (running).
beta
(deg)
38

Vel (kt)
2.6

Heel
(deg)
28.2

Vmdgd
(kt)
2.0
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40
42
44
46
48
50
55
60
65
72
80
90
100
108
120
132
144
150
160
170
175
178

2.7
2.8
2.9
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.2
3.4
3.4
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.4
3.3
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.1
3.1

29.0
29.6
30.2
30.8
31.2
31.7
32.6
31.1
28.0
23.8
19.4
14.7
10.9
8.6
6.7
6.2
5.7
5.2
3.9
2.0
1.0
0.4

2.1
2.1
2.1
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.0
0.6
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.4
2.6
2.9
3.0
3.1
3.1

Of importance, in Force 2, which was a possibility for both the northern and
southern routes, SOA had a minimum predicted speed of 0.8 knots. That is barely
above the 0.6 knot maximum current seen on those routes. The vessel would have
a difficult time sailing against the current.
Planning Options
Route planning took two time approaches. The first was long-range planning
which relied on climatological data presented in NOAA Pilot Charts (3). The
second was short-term planning which relied on weather model predictions for 24
hours to two weeks and was available in GRIB format from the National Weather
Service. Both used similar formulas, although the manual method included suggestions included in Coastal Pilots as well as cruising guides.
The process began with plotting courses on a gnomonic chart. A gnomonic
chart contains a projection of the earth which does not distort the continents or
oceans. This allows straight rhumb lines to be plotted that cross all meridians of
longitude at the same angle, giving us the shortest courses. From this chart waypoints were transposed onto the distorted, but more commonly used Mercator pro-
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jection chart. On the Mercator chart the rhumb lines were converted into great
circle routes.
Long-term Planning
A (NOAA) North Atlantic Pilot Chart (Figure 1)(3), which is a Mercator chart,
was used for plotting the great circle routes and the long-term planning. There is a
pilot chart for each month which presents the average of different factors necessary for preparing an ocean crossing. Each “cell” of size five degrees of latitude
wide by five degrees of longitude high have a wind rose that represents the average wind force and percentage of direction from the eight major directions (north,
northeast, east, etc.) averaged over more than one hundred years of data collection
from vessels. Additional information includes current vectors and velocity that illustrate the prevailing currents present in that particular month. The dotted current
vectors indicate variability, especially found at the surface. Sea ice is also shown,
providing information such as a maximum ice limit and the mean maximum iceberg limit. The percentage of gales for every five degrees is shown, which helps
determine which regions will have a greater chance for Force 8 winds and above.

Fig. 1 NOAA Pilot Chart (NOAA)(3)
Once the shortest route was plotted on the pilot chart it was compared against
other routes that might provide either shorter times or higher probability of success. For instance, if an area on the great circle course showed a higher probability of headwinds or gales, a route around that area would yield a higher probability
of success. The desired outcome that could be compared was the theoretical time
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the boat would take to cross the ocean. The data required for this calculation included the distance, direction (heading), wind (direction, percentage, and force),
and current (direction and velocity) for each five degree segment. Every segment
was then broken up into the eight wind directions so that the time through the cell
could be calculated.
The process for obtaining the time to pass through the cell for each wind direction began with calculating the relative wind angle. Using north as a reference of
zero degrees, the wind direction was subtracted from the heading to give the relative wind angle. Using the Beta angle from the appropriate VPP table for the wind
Force gave the expected boat velocity. The beginning and ending locations in the
cell gave the distance through the cell. To get the Speed of the Ground (SOG) the
current vector for the cell was added to the boat speed using vector addition. The
distance through the cell divided by the predicted SOG gave the time through the
cell for that wind direction. In cases where the wind direction resulted in beating
or running, the appropriate Velocity Made Good was used, with the condition that
the boat would not sail closer to the wind than 46 degrees. From the percentage likelihood of the wind direction and strength the fastest, slowest and most-likely
times through the cell were identified. Table 2 shows a typical calculation for a
cell.
Table 2 Calculation results for Cell 1 of the shortest northern route. VMG in
this table can be compared to Table 1, noting that the vessel is not designed to sail
closer to the wind than 46 degrees.
Section
Distance (nm)
Heading

1
130
72

True Wind Direction
N
NE
E
SE
S
SW
W
NW
% Calm
min time
likely time
max time

%
5
4
4
7
26
33
14
5
2
38.4
44.9
80.4

force
4
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
hours
hours
hours

Rel WA
72
27
18
63
108
153
162
117

VMG
(kt)
3.5
2.0
1.7
3.4
3.3
3.0
3.0
3.3

SOG
(kt)
3.4
1.9
1.6
3.2
3.2
2.9
2.9
3.2

Time
(hr)
38.4
67.4
80.4
40.1
41.1
44.9
44.3
41.1
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Possible Routes
As mentioned above, two main routes were identified. The Northern
Route was from Newfoundland to Ireland and the Southern Route was from Europe to the Caribbean. The main factors involved using the prevailing wind and
current directions associated with the North Atlantic Ocean gyre and local coastal
effects.
Northern Route:
Originating in Newfoundland, a northern route would have the shortest
time at sea. The island has numerous harbors that are suitable, but the main harbor
of St John’s or the beach at Cape Spear has the greatest potential due to its logistics, most easterly location and southerly breeze once past the headlands. Pilot
Chart analysis indicates a departure time during the last two weeks of July. An
earlier departure would increase the risk of pack ice and leaving later would increase the possibility of both hurricanes and extended calms. In both cases the
dangerous area is the first 200 nautical miles. Figure 2 shows a detail of the Pilot
Charts for July and Figure 3 shows the probability of hurricanes in the North Atlantic (4). A more southern departure location would eliminate ice exposure but
would place the vessel in heavy trafficked shipping lanes.
Figure 4 illustrates the probable range of tracks and likely hood of hurricanes
by month (4). In July hurricanes are only “likely” to go as high as the Chesapeake
Bay and hug the coastline. However, by August the storms are “likely” to extend
up to Newfoundland and by September they can extend well toward Greenland.
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Fig. 2 Pilot Chart detail for July for the area around Newfoundland
(NOAA)(3).
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Fig. 3 Atlantic Hurricane frequencies over 100 years (NOAA)(4) showing the
high probability of hurricanes in August – October.

Fig. 4 Hurricane paths from July-September in the North Atlantic Ocean
(NOAA)(4).
While various modifications to the basic great circle route were tried, the
best course from a climatology perspective will be the great circle route. The path
will pass well above the Azores high and the weather should be north of the high’s
direct influence. However, if the high moves farther north the route could have
less wind and possible regions of no wind for days (1).
From the pilot chart, the wind should be at a Force 4 for the majority of
the transit, with one region showing 31% of Force 5 conditions. At the origin of
the transit, the wind direction should be from the southwest. In the middle, the
winds should be westerlies, and near the end of the crossing the winds should be
from the west or northwest. For most of the trip the vessel will be reaching or
running.
Ireland has numerous potential harbors that would adequately serve as a
finish location. The four finalists were Fenit, Valentia, Kinsale and Castletownbere. Fenit has good potential due to the proximity of the Fenit Harbour & Marina
to the ocean, but the entrance is still protected. It has little commercial traffic and
the facilities and docks are more than sufficient for the retrieval.
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The 1620 nm Great Circle Route crossing from St. John’s to Fenit
yielded a predicted fastest time of 17.4 days, a slowest time of 30.3 days and a
most-likely time of 19.4 days.
Southern Route
The second possible route is a southern route taking advantage of the “trade
winds”. The pilot charts indicate variable winds from northern Europe that can
cause significant problems. While departure points in Ireland, UK and Portugal
and Spain were evaluated, the only route that compared favorably to the Northern
Route started in the Canary Islands, the traditional final departure point from Europe. Numerous routes with similar transit times exist, but to minimize ship traffic
the destination was selected as Antigua. This is one of the oldest routes as Christopher Columbus sailed this route during his four voyages to the Caribbean. His
fastest time was 21 days (1).
The route begins from the island of Tenerife. With its larger size than the
three islands to the west, it is still close to the open ocean but has a greater logistical support.
Departure timing is as tight as the Northern Route. The optimal time to
leave the Canaries is the last two weeks of November. Referencing Figure 3, by
this time a late hurricane will be a rare occurrence. Additionally, the winter trades
are seldom before the second half of November. Once the trades are initiated they
blow steadily from a northeast direction; an optimal direction based on SOA’s
VPP data. Increasing the survivability, gale force winds are also rare in the winter
months(1).
When leaving the Canary Islands the traditional objective is to leave the
variable winds that surround the islands as quickly as possible. A common recommendation is to travel on a southwest heading for about 1,000 nm. This segment can possibly have northerly winds and will reach a turning point about
200nm northwest of the Cape Verde islands. From there the boat will be just
south of 20°N latitude and a course change to the west is taken. This will ensure
the boat reaches the northwesterly trades as soon as possible because they are rare
to be found as far north as 25°N in the winter months (1).
From December to March Force 6 winds are expected. Since this is dangerous for the small SailBot, the great circle route might be optimal for survival,
as long as the components and electronics could handle the chance of a longer
crossing time.
Current is another factor to consider. The velocity is not consistent but
climatology shows an average of about ½ kt favorable current on both routes.
This means that light air may not be that detrimental to SOA’s progress in a transatlantic crossing because even if the wind is light and the boat is drifting, it will be
making progress towards its final destination.
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The voyage will finish off the coast of Antigua. Due to the large amount
of recreational traffic and anchored vessels in each harbor the plan is to have the
SailBot go in to station keeping mode a few miles off the coast until manual control is established.
Using the same process as the Northern Route, the predicted times for the
2500 nm Great Circle Route Southern Route were a fastest time of 27.7 days, a
slowest time of 45.4 days and a most-likely time of 30.5 days. The traditional
southern route with the dog leg to avoid lighter winds is approximately 200 nm
longer and could take anywhere from 27 to over 57 days with the likely time of 32
days, only a day and a half longer. Both the shorter and longer southern routes are
viable.
Final Route Selection
Climatological data provided the means for determining likely times for different routes. Coastal Pilots provided information for specific departure and arrival
conditions. The actual selection also included an analysis of shipping traffic. Both
the Northern and Southern Routes have significant traffic, although established
shipping lanes and local traffic patterns are well-documented and can be avoided.
Figure 5, for instance, shows the shipping density around Newfoundland.
Choosing between the Northern and Southern Routes became a question of the
probability of success and mitigating potential problems. A first-order approach
used the algebra of random variables based on the most likely voyage time. For
instance, the reliability of the three prior USNA SailBots during sailing was calculated from testing logs as 0.9985/hr. This would imply a probability of success for
the Northern Route of 58% and for the Southern Route, 33%. The uncertainty
however puts this in to question as the new boat uses different, and supposedly
more reliable, equipment. Additionally, while both routes have similar wind and
sea conditions, the Northern Route has some potential for ice and slightly higher
traffic, particularly near Ireland. Using a linear probability for ice encounter based
on the extent of the berg limit versus the pack ice line and the route through the
ice zone, the Northern Route drops to 49%. Ice travels slowly however and shortterm forecasting can mitigate that problem. Finally, the Northern Route will provide only 50% probability of sunlight, versus nearly 100% for the Southern
Route(3). This may be significant if solar panels are the primary means of generating power.
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Fig. 5 Traffic density around Newfoundland indicating a northeasterly course
out of St. John’s will avoid the most traffic (Fisheries and Oceans Canada)(5)
Another approach used to evaluate the route selection was the Navy’s “GreenAmber-Red” (GAR) approach. This mission risk analysis tool qualitatively evaluates each risk based on the operator’s experience. The number of “Red” or high
risk activities drives the “go, no-go” decision. Figure 6 shows the model applied to
the two route choices. In this case the Southern Route appears less risky.
Northern

Factor

Southern

WIND
STRENGTH
WIND
DIRECTION
CURRENT
ICEBERGS
TIME SCALE
GALES
CALMS
SEA STATE
SHIPPING
TRAFFIC

Fig. 6 Qualitative GAR analysis of the two route options.
Short Term Planning
While the Pilot Charts offer a good understanding of the expected average conditions, most people realize that “average weather” rarely seems to occur. El Nino
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and La Nina conditions may dramatically impact average climate conditions in
any given year. Short term events such as gales may dramatically differ from the
long-term averages and a successful autonomous voyage will require carefully understanding the short-term forecast.
Using the same approach described for the Long-Range routing, commercial
software will calculate optimized courses using Gridded Binary (GRIB) files
based on short term weather models from the Global Forecast System (GFS). Multiple courses are analyzed using the vessel’s VPP results and the course resulting
in the shortest time is selected. The entire course can then be programmed in to the
autopilot before departure. Figure 7, which was generated in Expedition for Spirit
of Annapolis, shows an example from the Expedition software based on a twoweek forecast for the Northern Route. Possibly due to the slow speed of SOA, the
proposed route does not differ more than 75 miles from the Great Circle route.
Figure 8 is a similar plot for the Southern Route. Recognizing the long duration of
the voyage compared to the accuracy of two-week models, the routing can be updated onboard from satellite downloading of the latest GRIB files.

Fig. 7 Northern Route optimization for SOA using 11APR2011 GRIB file.
Each red line indicates an evaluated course. The high density of courses near the
rhumb line result from the optimization routine.
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Fig. 8 Southern Route optimization for SOA using 11APR2011 GRIB file.

Conclusion
Preparing for a successful autonomous crossing of the Atlantic requires more
than designing and building a good platform. A higher probability of success can
be assured by choosing a route that minimizes potential weather problems. Two
potential routes, each identifying a relatively high degree of success for small autonomous vessels were identified. Further research is needed to identify the specific destination for the Northern Route.
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